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PLEASURE AND HAPPINESS *

by
ARISTOTLE
(B.c. 384—32)

Some people say that the highest good is pleasure; others, on
the contrary, that pleasure is something utterly bad, whether, as
is possible, they are convinced that it really is so, or they think it
better in the interest of human life to represent pleasure as an evil,
even if it is not so, feeling that men are generally inclined to
pleasure, and are the slaves of their pleasures, and that it is -a duty
therefore to lead them in the contrary direction, as they will so
arrive at the mean or proper state.
But I venture to think that this is not a right statement of the

case. For in matters of the emotions and actins theories are not so
trustworthy as facts; and thus, when theories disagree with the facts
of perception, they fall into contempt, and involve- the truth itself
in their destruction. For if a person censures pleasure and yet is
seen at times to make pleasure his aim, he is thought to incline to
pleasure as being entirely desirable; for it is beyond the power of
ordinary people to make distinctions. It seems then the true theories
are exceedingly useful, not only as the means of knowledge but as
guides of life; for as being in harmony with facts, they are believed,
and being believed they encourage people who understand them to
regulate their lives in accordance with them.
Enough then of such considerations; let us review the various

4octrines of pleasure.
Eudoxus’ held that pleasure was the good, because he saw that all

things, whther rational or irrational, make pleasure their aim. He
argued that in all cases that which is desirable is good, and that
which is most desirable is most good; hence the fact of all things
being drawn to the same object is an indication that that Object is
the best for all, as everything dikoverd what is good for itself in
the same way as it discovers food; but that that which is good for all1
and is the aim oçall, is the good.

* [From Bk. X in 3. E. C. Weildon’s translation (1892) of the Nkomachean
Ethics. By kind permission of the Macmillan Co.1

His theories were accepted, not so much for their intrinsic value
as for the excellence of his- moral character; for he was regarded as
a person of exemplary temperance.. It seemed then that he did not
put forward these views as being a votary of pleasure, but that the
truth was really as he said. He held that this truth resulted with
equal clearness from a consideration of the opposite of pleasure;
for as pain is something which everybody should avoid, so too its
opposite is something which everybody should desire. He argued
that a thing, is in the highest degree desirable, if we do not desire it
for any ulterior reason, or with any ulterior motive, and this is ad
mittedly the case with pleasure; for if a persthi is pleased, nobody
asks the further question, What is his motive in being pleased? a
fact which proves that pleasure is desirable in itself. And- further
that the addition of pleasure to any good, e.g. to just or temperate
conduct,,renders that good more desirable, and it follows that if the
good is augmented by a thing, that thing must itself be a good.
It seems then that this argument proves pleasure to be a good,

but not to be a good in a higher- sense than anything else; for any
good whatever is more desirable with the addition of another good
than when it stands alone. tt is by a precisely similar argument that
Plato tries to prove that pleasure is not the good. Pleasure (he
says) is not the chief good, for the pl8asant life is more desirable
with the addition of prudence than without it; but if the combina
tion is better, pleasure is not the good, as the-good itself cannot be
made more desirable by any addition.
But it is clear that, if pleasure is not the good, neither can any

thing else be which is made more desirable by the addition of any
absolute good. What is it then which is incapable of such addition,
but at the same time admits of our participating in it? For it is a
good of this kind which is the object of our research:
People who argue on the other hand that that which all things

aim at is not a good may be said to talk nonsense; for we accept the
universal opinion as true, and one who upsets our trust in the uni
versal opinion will find it hard to put forward any opinion that
is more trustworthy. If it were only unintelligent-beings that longed
for pleasure, there would, be something in what he says; but if in
telligent beings also long for it, how can it be so? It is probable
that even in the lower creatures there is some natural principle which
is superior to the creatures themselves, and aims at their proper good.
Nor does it seem that these people fairly meet the argument

drawn from the opposite of pleasure. They say it does not follow
that, if pain is an evil, pleasure is a good, as not only is one evil
opposed to another, but both are opposed to that which is neither
one ndr the other, but a neutral state. This is true enough, ‘but it
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does not apply to pleasure and pain. For if both pleasure and painwere evil, it would have been, a duty to avoid both, and if neitherwere evil, it would have been a duty not to avoid tither, or not toavoid one more than the other; whereas in fact it is clear that peopleavoid one as an evil, and desire the other as a good. It follows thenthat pleasure and pain are opposed to each other as good and evil.Nor again does it follow that, if pleasure is not a quality, neither isit a good, for the activities of virtue are not qualities1 nor is happiness.
It is argued too that good is definite, but pleasure is indefinite, asit admits of degrees.
Now if the ground of this opinion is that it is possible to bepleased in a greater or a less degree, the same thing is true of justiceand the other virtues. For here it is evident that we speak of per-sons as possessing the several virtues in a greater or less degree;some people are just and courageous in a greater or less degree thanothers, and it Is possible to act with a greater or less degree of justiceand temperance
If however the meaning is that the indefiniteness resides in thepleasures, this is, I think, not the true explanation, Supposing thatsome pleasures are tithed and others unmijed. -

• Again, health i definite, yet it admits of-degrees; and why shouldit not be so with pleasure? For health is not the same symmetry orproportion of elements in all people, nor is it always uniform in thesame person; it admits of relaxation up to a certain point, and ofdifferent degrees, without ceasing to be health. Something of the samekind then may be also true of pleasure.
Again, the opponents of pleasure, looking upon the good asperfect nr complete, and the processes of movement and production• as imperfect or incomplete, try to prove that pleasure is motion orproduction. But they are wrong, I think, nor is pleasure a motionat all. For quickness and slowness are characteristic, it seems, ofevery motion, either absolutely, as of the motion of the universe, orelse relatively, but neither of them is a condition inherent in pleasure.It is possible to become pleased, as it is to become angry, quickly,

but not to be pleased quickly or relatively, i.e. in comparison withsomebody else, as it is to walk or to grow ‘quickly and so on. Thetransition then, to a state of pleasure may be quick or slow, but theactive experience of pleasure, i.e. the state of being pleased, cannotbe quick.
In what sense, too, can pleasure be a process of production? Itis apparently not the case that anything can be produced out o(anything; it is the case that a thing is resolved into that out ofwhich it is produced. Also, pain is the destruction-of that of-which
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j4easure is thtproduction. It is said too that pain is a deficiency Cf
the natural state, and pleasure its satisfaction. But this deficiency
- and this satisfaction are emotions of the body. If, then, pleasure is a
satisfaction of the natural state, it follows that the part which is the
#eat of the satisfaction will feel pleasure, i.e. the body. But this seems
jnot to be the case. We conclude therefore that pleasure is not a
atisfaction of the natural state, although one ma3r feel pleasure while
the process of satisfaction is going ‘on, as he may feel pain while
undergoing an operation.
i- This view of pleasure, viz, that it is a process of satisfaction,
seems to have originated in the pleasures and pains of eating and
drinking, as in them we first feel a deficiency and an antecedent pain,
and then feel pleasure at the satisfaction. Eut this is not true of
all pleasures; the pleasures of mathematics e.g. have no such ante
C cedent pain, nor among the pleasures of the senses have those of the
smell, nor again many sounds and sights, memories and hopes. What
is there then of which these will be processes of production? For
in them there has been no deficiency to be satisfied.
But if the instance of immoral pleasures be adduced to prove

that pleasure is a bad thing, we may answer that these are not really
- pleasant They may be pleasant to people who ‘are in a bad condition,fr.: but it must not be inferred that they are pleasant except to such

people, any more than that things are healthful or sweet or bitter in
. themselves, because they are so to invalids, or that things are white,
because they appear so to people who are suffering from ophthalmia.

Perhaps the truth may be stated thus: Pleasures are
desirable, but

not if they are immoral in their origin, just as wealth is pleasant, but
not if it be obtained at the cost of turning traitor to one’s country
or health, but not at the cost of eating any food, however disagree

- able. Or it may be said that pleasures are of different kinds, those
which are noble in their origin are different from those which are
dishonourable, and it is impossible to enjoy the pleasure of the just
man without being just, or that of the musician without being
musical, and so on. The distinction drawn between a friend and a
flatterer seems to bring out clearly the truth that pleasure is not a
good, or that there are pleasures of different kinds; for it seems that
while the object of the friend in social intercourse is good, that

it: of the flatterer is pleasure, and while the flatterer is censured, the
j friend for his disinterestedness is praised.
1) Again, nobody would choose to live all his life with the mind of

a child, although he should enjoy the pleasures of childhood to the

.4. utmost, or to delight in doing what is utterly shameful, although

he were never to suffer pñ’n for doing it. There are many things too
upon which we should set our hearts, çven- if they brought no
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pleasure with them, e.g. sight, memory, knowledge, and the ptsion of the virtues; and if it be true that these are necessarily attended by pleasures, it is immaterial, as we should desire them evei:if no pleasure resulted from them. It seems to be clear then thatpleasure is not the good, nor is every pleasure desirable, and thatthere are some pleasures which are desirable in themselves, and .they differ in kind or in origin from the others.We may regard this as a sufficient account of such views as areheld in regard to pleasure and pain.But the nature or character of pleasure will be more clearly seen,if we resume our argument from tjie beginning.It seems that the act of sight is perfect or complete at any time;it does not lack anything which will afterwards be produced, andwill make it perfect of its kind. Pleasure appears to resemble sightin this respect; it is a whole, nor is it possible at any time to find apleasure which will he made perfect of its kind by increased duration.
It follows that pleasure is not a motion; for every motion takes acertain time, and aims at a certain end. Thus the builder’s art isperfect or complete when it has accomplished its object. It is complete, either in respect of the whole time which the building took,or in respect of the moment when it was completed. But in the various parts of the time the various processes or motions are imperfectand different in kind from the whole and from one another; forthe setting of the.stones ts different from the fluting of the pillar, andboth from the building of the temple as a whole, and whereas thebuilding of the temple is complete, nothing being wanting to theobject proposed, that of the basement and the triglyph is incomplete,as each is only the building of a part of the temple. These processesor motions are therefore different in kind, and it is impossible atany time when the building is going on to find a motion which iscomplete or perfect of its kind. Such a motion, if found at all, will befound only in the whole time.
It is much the same with walking or any other process. For hereagain, although all locomotion is a motion from one place to anOther, there are different kinds of locomotion, such as flying, walking, jumping, and the like. And not only so, but walking itself isof different kinds; for the starting-point and the goal are not thesame in the whole course, and in a part of it, or in one part of thecourse and in another; nor is it the same thing to cross one line asto cross another; for it is not only that a person crosses a line, butthe line which he crosses is in a certain place, and one line is in adifferent place from another.
The subject of motion has been accurately discussed in another
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éatise. Motion is apparentlY not complete in any nd every period
1 time; on the contrary,. most mofioflS are incomplete and different
i kind, inasmuch as the starting.pOint and the goal constitute a
.fference of kind. Pleasure OD the other hand seems t be eamplete
.s perfect of its kind in any and every period of time.

[ It is dear then that motion andpleasure must be distinct frombne another, and that pleasure is something which is whole and
‘r1ect.
Another reason for holding this view is that motion is impossible

except in a period of time, but pleasure is not; for theplea5Ure of a
,..nent is a whole.
it ii dear from these considerations that pleasure is not rightly

[described as a motion or process of productiôn (or such a descrip
tion is not appropriate to all things but only to such as are divisible
into parts and are not wholes. For there is no process of production

F in an act of sight or in a mathema& point or in a unit, nor is any
one of these things a motion or a process of production. It follows

Lt there is no such process in pleasure, as it is a
whole.

Again, every sense exercises its activity upon its own object, and
the activity is perfect only when the sense itself is in a sound condi-.
tion, and the object is the noblest that falls within the domain of

[ that sense; for this seems to be preeminently the character .of the
perfect activity. We may say that it makes no difference whether
we speak of the sense itself or of the organ in which it resides as
exercising the activity; in every. instance the activity is highest
when the jart which acts is in the best condition, and the object upon
which ft acts is the highest of the objects which fail within its do
main. Such an activity will not only be the most perfect, but the
most pleasant; for there is pleasure in all sensatioflr and similarly in
all thought and speculation, and the activity will be pleasantest
when it is most perfect, and it will be most perfect when it is the
activity of the part being in a sound condition and acting upon

the most excellent of the objects that fall within its domain.

F Pleasure perfects the activity, but nOt in the same way in which
the excellence of the sense of of the object of sense perfects it, just
ashea1th15thaOf0&W
and the doctor is the cause of it in another.

I It is dear that every sense has its proper pleasure; for we speak
of pleasant sights, pleasant sounds and sg on. It is clear thu that the
pleasure is greatest when the sense is best, and. its object is best;

but

if the sentient subject and the sensible object are at their best,
there will always be pleasure so long as there is a subject to act and

an object to he acted upon.
When it is said that pleasure perfects the activity, it is not as a
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I

state or quality inherent in the subject but as a perfection upèadded to it, like the bloom of youth to people in the prime of life$,So long then as the object of thought or sensation andcritical or contemplative subject are such as they ought to be; tIwill be pleasure in the exercise of the activity; for this is theanatural result if the agent and the patient remain in the same rela- 4tion to each other.
It may be asked then, How is it that nobody feels pleasure con-’tinuously? It is pmbabl because we grow weary. Human beings areincapable of continuous activity, and as the activity comes to an end,so does the pleasure; for it is a concomitant of the activity. It isfor the same reason that some things give pleasure’when they arenew, but give less pleasure afterwards; for the intelligence is calledinto play at first, and applies itself to its object with intense activity,as when we look a person full in the face in order to recognize him,but afterwards the activity ceases to be so intense and becomes re-miss, and consequently the pleasure also fades away.It may be supposed that everybody desires pleasure, for everybodydings to life. But life is a species of activity and a person’s activitydisplays itself in the sphere and with the means which are afterhis own heart. Thus a musician exercises his ears in listening tomusic, a student his intellect in speculation, and so on.But pleasure perfects the activities; it therefore perfects life,.which is the aim of human desire. it is reasonable then to aim atpleasure, as it perfects life in each of us, and life is an object ofdesire.
Whether we desire life for the sake of pleasure or pleasure for thesake of life, is a question which may be dismissed for the moment.For it appears that pleasure and life are yoked together and do notadmit of separation, as pleasure is impossible without activity andevery activity is perfected by pleasur.If this be so, it seems to follow that pleasures are of differentkinds, as we hold that things which are different in kind are perfectedby things which are themselves different in kind. For this is apparenfly the rule in the works of nature or of art, e.g. animals,trees, pictures, statues, a house, or a piece of furniture. Similarlywe hold that energies which are different in kind are perfected bythings which are also different in kind.Now the pleasures of the intellect are different from the pleasuresof the senses, and these again are different in kind from one another.It follows that the pleasures which perfect them will also be different.This conclusion would appear also to result from the intimateconnexion of each pleasure with theactivity which it perfects. Forthe activity is increased by its proper pleasure, as if the activity is

I

àeasant, we are more likely to arrive at a
ejudgmeuit or an ac

.ate result in any matter. It is so e.g. with people who are
fond

f. geometry; they make better geometricin and understand the

4nous problems of geometrY better than other people. It
is so too

frith people who are fond of music or architecture or any other

jtject; their progress in their particular subject is due to the

leasure which they take in it. Pleasure helps to Increase
activity,

nd that which helps to increase a thing must be closely
connected

with it. Where things then are different in kind, the things
which

ire closely connected with them will also be different in kind.
This becomes still clearer when we observe that the pleasures

jwhich spring from one activity are impediments to the exercise of

another. Thus people who are fond of the flute are
incapable of at

tending to an argument, if they hear somebody playing the flute,

as they take a greater pleasure in
eplaymg than in the activity

which they are called to exercise at the momeut hence the pleasure

of the te-playing destroys their argumentative activity. Much

the same result occurs in other cases, when a
person exercises his

activity on two subjects simultaneously; the pleasanter of the
two

- drives out the oLher, especially if it be much the
plea5aflter until the

, activity of the other disappears. Accordingly, if we
take intee de

light in anything, we cannot do anything else at all. It is
only when

we do not care much for a thing that we do
50ething else as well,

just as people who eat eetmeats in the theatres do so most when

• the actors are bad.
As the pleasure then which is proper to an

activity refines it and

gives it greater permanence and excellence, while alien - pleasures

impair it, it is clear that there is a wide
difference between these

pleasures. it may. almost be said that the pleasures
which are alien

to it have the same effect as the pains which are
proper to it; for

- the pains which are proper to an activity destroy it, as, iiefl a

person finds Writing or thinking unpleasant and painful, he does

not write or does not think, as the case may be.
- The pleasures and pains then which are prdper to an

tivity hnxe

opposite effects upon it. I meal’ by “proper”. such as
are the con

sequences of the activity per But it has been tready stated that

- alien pleasures have much the same effect as pain;
they are de

stwctive of the activity, jthough not destructive of it
in the same

way
Again, as the activities differ in goodness and

badness, some be-

big desirable, softie undesirable, and some
neither the one nor the

other, so it is with pleasures. as every activitY has its proper

pleasure. Thus the pleasure which is proper to a
virtuous activity is

- good, and that which is proper to a low activity is vicious. For the

Ii.
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-desires of what is noble are themselves laudable, the desires of wIis disgraceful are censurable; but the pleasures which reside in theactivities are more strictly proper to them than the desires, as ti -.latter are distinct from the activities in time and nature, hut thelfonner are closely related in time to the activities, and are so dif-ficult to distinguish 1mm them that it is a question whether theactivity is identical with the pleasure.

It seems however that pleasure is not the same thing as thoughtor sensation; it would be strange if it were so; but the impossibiutyof separating them makes some people regard them as the same. -As the activities then are different, so are the pleasures. Sightis different from or superior to touch in purity, hearing and smell :jare superior to taste; there is a corresponding difference thereforein their pleasures. The pleasures of the intellect too are differentfrom or superior to these, and there are different kinds of pleasuresof the senses or of the intellecL It seems that there is a pleasure, asthere is a function, which is proper to every living thing, viz, thepleasure inherent in its activity. If we consider individual living .,things, we see this is so; for the pleasures of a horse, a dog, and ia man are different, and as fleraditus says, “a donkey would choosea bundle of hay in preference to gold; for fodde’r is pleasanter todonkeys than gold.”
As the pleasures then of beings who are different in kind are Hthemselves different in kind, it would be reasonable to suppose thatthere is no difference between the pleasures of the same beings.But there is a wide difference, at least in the case of men; the samethings give pleasure to some people and pain to others, to some they -are painful and hateful, to others pleasant and lovable. This is trueof sweet things; the same things do not seem sweet to a person in afever and to a person in good health, nor does the same thing seemhot iS an invalid and to a person in a good physical condition. Itis much the same with other things as well.
But in all these cases it seems that the thing really is wlñjt itappears to the virttous man to be. But if this is a true statement ofthe case, as it seems to be, if virtue or the good man qua good isthe measure of everything, it follows that it is such pleasures asappear pleasures to the good man that are really pleasures, and thethings which afford him delight that are really pleasant. it is nowonder if what he finds disagreeable seems pleasant to somebodyelse, as men are liable to many corruptions and defflements; but suchthings are not pleasant except to these people, and to them onlywhen they are in this condition.
It is clear then that we must not speak of pleasures which are admitted to be disgraceful as pleasures, except !n relation to people

ho are thoroughly corrupt. But the question remains, Among such
ileasure5 as are seen to be good, what is the character or nature

of

the pleasures that deserve to be called the proper pleasures p1
Man?

!It is plain, I think, from a consideration of the activities for the

activities bring pleasures ii their train. Whether then
there is one

- activity or there are several belonging to the perfect and
fortunate

man, it is the pleasures which perfect these activities that
would be

.strictly described as the proper pleasures of Man. All other pleasures
are only in a secondary or fractional sense the pleasures of Man,

as are all other activities.
After this discussion of the kinds of virtue and friendship and

pleasure it remains to gWe a sketch of happiness, since we
defined

lppiness as the end of human things. We shall shorten our
account

of it if we begin by recapitulating our previous remarks.

We said that happiness is not a moral state; for, if it
were, it

p would be predicable of one who spends his whole life
hi sleep, living

the life of a vegetable, or of àne who is utterly
miserable. If then we

cannot accept this view, if we must rather define
happiness as an

[ activity of some kind, as has been said before, and if
activities are

either necessary and desirable as a means to
something else or de

sirable in themselves, it is clear that we must
define happiness as

belonging to the class of activities which are desirable
in themselves,

and not desirable as means to mething else; for happiness has

j no want, it is self_sufficient.

[ Again, activities are desirable in themselves, if nothing is ex

F pected from them beyond the activity. This seems to be the case

with virtuous actions, as the pactice of what is noble and
virtuous is

a thing desirable in itself. It seems to be the case also with such

amusements as aè pleasant, we do not desire
them as means to

other things; for they often do us barmrather than good
by making

us careless about our persons and our property.
Such pastimes are

[ generally the resources of those whom the world calls happy. Ac

r cordingly people who are clever at such pastimes are
generally popu

lar in the courts of despots, as they make themselves pleasant to

the despot in the matters which are the objects
of his desire, and

what he wants is to pass the time pleasantlY.
The reason why these things are regarded as

elements of happi

ness is that people who occupy high positions devote
their leisure

to them. But such people ale not, I think, a
criterion. For a high

position is no guarantee of virtue or intellect,
which are the sources

on which virtuous activities depend. And if these
people, who have

never tasted a pure and liberal pleasure, have recourse to the

pleasures of the body, it must not be inferred
that these pleasures

are prçferable for even children suppose that such things as are

I
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valued or honoured among them are best. It is. only reasonable thenthat, as men and children differ in their estimate of what is honounble, so should good and bad people.As has been freuentIy said, therefore, it is the things which arehonourable and pleasant to the virtuous man that are really hon- :ourable and pleasant. But everybody feels the activity which accords 15with his own moral state to be most desirable, and accordingly thevirtuous man regards the activity in accordance with virtue as mostdesirable.
Happiness then does not consist in amusement. It would beparadoxical to hold that the end of human life is amusement, and thatwe should toil and suffer all our life for the sake of amusing ourselves. For we may be said, to desire all things as means to somethingelse, except indeed happiness, as happiness is the end or perfect state.It appears to be foolish and utterly childish to take serious trou- .1ble and pains for the sake of amusement. But to amuse oneself with 1a view to being serious seems to be right, as Anacharsis says; for Iamusement is a kind of relaxation, and it is because we cannot workfor ever that we need relaxation.
Relaxation then is not an end. We enjoy it as a means to activity;but it seems that the happy life is a life of virtue, and such a lifeis serious, it is not one of mere amusement. We speak of seriousthings too (for serious things are virtuous) as better than thingswhich are ridiculous and amusing, and of the activity of the betterpart of man’s being or of the better man as always the more virtuous.But the activity of that which is better is necessarily higher andhappier. Anybody can enjoy bodily pleasures, a slave can enjoy themas much as the best of men; but nobody would allow that a slaveis capable of happiness unless he is capable of life; for happinessconsists not in such pastimes as I have been speaking of, but invirtuous activities, as has been already said.If happiness consists in virtuous activity, it is only reasonable tosuppose that it is the activity of the highest virtue, or in otherwords, of the best part of our nature. Whether it is the reason orsomething else wbith seems to exercise rule and authority by anatural right, and to have a conception of things noble and divine,either as being itself divine or as relatively the most divine part ofour being, it is the activity of this part in accordance with its propervirtue which will be the perfect happiness.

IHappiness] is a speculative activity, i.e. an activity which -takes the jarm oj contemplation. This is a conclusion which wouldseem to agree with our previous arguments and with the truth itself;for the speculative is the highest activity, as the intuitive reason isthe highest of ow faculties, and the objects with which the intuitive

reason is concerned are the highest of things that can be known. It

is also the most continuous; for our speculation can more easily 1e
continuous than any kind of action. We consider too that pleasure

is an essential element of happiness, and it is admitted that there is

no virtuous activity so pleasant as the activity of wisdom or philo
sophic reflection; at all events it appears that philosophy possesses
pleasures of wonderful purity and certaintS’, and it is reasonable
to suppose that people who possess owledge pass their time more
pleasantly than people who are seekers after truth.
jfsufficiency too, as it is called, is preeminently a characteristic

of the speculative activity; for the wise man, the just man, and all
others, need the necessaries of life; but when they are adequatelY
provided with these things, the just man needs people to whom and
with- whom he may do justice, so do the temperate man, the
courageous man and everyone else; but the wise man is capable of
speculation by himself, and the wiser he is, the more capable he is
of such speculation. it is perhaps better for him in his speculation to
have feliowworkefl but nevertheless be is in the highe5tdee self-
sufficient.
it would seem too that the speculative is the only activitY ‘which

is loved for its own sake as it has no result except speculation,
whereas from all moral actions we gain- something more or less be
sides the action itself.
Again, happiness, it seems, requires leisure; for the object of our

business is leisure, as tht object of war is the enjoyment of peace-
Now the activity of the practical virtues is displayed in politics or

war, and actions of this sort seem incompatible with leisure. This is
absolutely true of military actions, as nobody desires war, or prepares

to go to war, for its own sake. A person would be regarded as ab
solutely bloodthirsty if he were to make enemies of his friends for

the m&e sake of fighting and bloodshed. But the activity of the
statesman too is incompatible with leisure- It aims at securing some
thing beyond and apart from politics, viz, the power and honour or

at least the happiness of the statesman himself and his fellow citizens,
which is different from the political activity and is proved to be dif
ferent by our search for it as something distinct.
If then political and iitary actions are preeminent among

virtuous
actions in beauty and grandeur if they are incompatible with

leisure

and aim at some end, and are not desired for their own sakes, if the

activity of the intuitive reason seems to be superior in
seriousness as

being speculative and not to aim at any end beyond itself, and to

have its.proper pleasure, and if thispleasure enhances the activity,

it follows that such selfsufficiencY and power of leisure and
absence

of fatigue as are possible to a man and all the other
attributes of
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felicity are lound to be realized in this activity. This then will bethe perfect hapiiiness of Man, if a perfect length of life is given it,for there is no imperfection in happiness. But such a life Will be too -good for Man. He will enjoy such a life not in virtuE of his humanitybut in virtue of some divine clement within him, and the superiority of jthis activity to the activity of my other virtue will be proportionateto the superiority of this divine element in man to his composite .or material nature.
If then the reason is divine in comparison with the rest of Man’s %nature, the life which accords with reason will be divine in corn- 4parison with human life in general. Nor is it rigit to follow the ;4advice of people who say that the thoughts of men should not be toohigh for humanity or the thoughts of mortals too high for mortality;for a man, as far as in him lies, should seek immortality and do allthat is in. his power to live in accordance with the highest part ofhis nature, as, although that part is insignificant in size, yet in powerand honour it is far superior to all the rest.It would seem too that this is the true self of everyone, if aman’s true sell is his supreme or better part. It would be absurd thenthat a man should desire not the life which is properly his own butthe life which properly belongs to some other being. The remarkalready made will be appropriate here. It is what is proper to everyone that is in its nature best and pleasantest for him. It is the lifewhich accords with reason then that will be best and pleasantest forMan, as a man’s reason is in the highest sense himself. This willtherefore be also the happiest life.

26
ULTIMATE RELIGION *

by
GEORGE SANTAYANA

(1863—

Before this chosen audience, in this consecrated place, I may venture to pass over all subsidiary matters and come at once to the
* [The whole of an address read at the Hague during the commemorationof the tercentenary of Spinoza’s birth. Qriginally printed in Septimana Spinozana(1933), Martnus NIJhoff, the Hague.1
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last question of all: What inmost allegiance,
what ultimate religion,

would be proper to a wholly free and
disiluoned idt? The oca-

sion invites us to consider this
esUon, and to consider- it with a-

the frankness. Great as you and I may feel
our debt to be to Spinom

for his philosophY of natu, there is, I t, 50meththg
for which we

[ owe him an even greater debt; I mean, the
magnfit example

he offers us of hulosophic liberty, the
courage, ess, and

cerity with which he reconciled his heart
to the truth. y clever - -

n may sometimes see the truth in flashes;
any cientc.man may . -

put some aect of the truth into techni wor yet all ills

hardly desees the name of
tuosophy so long as the heart rema

unabashed, and we continue to live like
animals lost in the stream

of our impresSi0ns not only in the public routine and neccssfl

cares of life, but even in our silent thoughts
and affection1s. Many a

man before Spinoza and since has
found the secret of peace: but

the 5inguladty of Spinom, at least in the modern
world, was that

he facilitated this moral victory by no
dubious postulates. Be did

not ask God to meet him half way: he did not whitew the facts,

as the facts appear to clear reason, or as they appealed to the

science of his day. He solved the
problem of the spiritual life after

stating it in the hardest, sharpest, most
cruel terms. Let us nerve

ourselves today to imitate his example,
not by simplY accepting his

solutiofl, which for some of us would
be easy, but by erciSing his

courage the face of a somewhat different world,
in which it may

be even more difficult for .us .than it was
for him to find a sure foot

hold and a sublime compan0”P
There is a brave and humorous saying

of Luther’s, which applies

to Spinon better, perhaps. than to Luther himself. Whe1 asked

where, if driven out of the Church,
be would stand, he replied:

“Under the sky.” The sky of Luther was
terribly clouded: there was

a vast deal of myth rnhling and
undering about in it: and even

in the clear sky of Spinoza there was
perhaps something specious,

- as there is in the blue vault itself. The
sun, he tells us, seemed to be

about two hundred feet away: and if his science at once corrected

this optic11 illusion, it never undermined his conviction that all

reality was within easy reach of his thought. Nature was domi

nated, he assumed, by unqu stionab1
scientific and dialecti prin

dples so that while the forces of nature
might often put our bodily

existence in jeopatdY they always formed a decidedly
friendly ad

faithful object for the mind. There was
no essential mystew. The

- human soul from her humble station
might salute the eternal and the

infinite with complete composure and
with a certain vicarious pride.

Every man had a true and.adete
idea of God: and this saying,

chnicaJly justified as it may be by
Spinoza’s deftfliti01 of terms,


